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About

UPES

Established in the year 2003,
University of Petroleum and Energy
Studies emerged as Asia’s first
energy and Core Sector University
offering industry focused specialized
undergraduate, postgraduate and
doctoral programs in various fields.
UPES is committed to maintaining
high standards in providing the best
quality education and endeavours to
be recognized as the ‘Nations
Builders University’ with a vision of
creating specialized professionals in
the core industrial sectors that
contribute to the economic growth
of the country. Its primary goal is to
develop domain specific and
talented professionals who are
ready to join the core industries by
providing them proper resources
they need to enhance their

professional skills.
UPES also provides industrial
exposure by taking students to the
industrial tours to show them how
exactly the industries function and
what the core sectors expect or
demand from them. It has many
student chapters and societies
consisting of core committee
members, and faculty sponsors who
work together to create a healthy
working environment for the
students.
UPES
believes
in
providing
opportunities to each and every one
to showcase their talents in front of
the world by carrying out different
technical
and
non-technical
competitions, fests and events as

well as workshops and tutorials. Its
mission is to improve the skillsets of
the individuals and upgrade it to a
level which will help them stand out
from the rest and bring out the best
in them.

About

UPES ACM
Established in the year 2010, The UPES ACM Student Chapter primarily focuses
on creating interest, developing the logical thinking ability and spreading
awareness about the technological and computing information among the
people. Started as a small unit, the UPES ACM society evolved consistently year
by year and is now the only student chapter with international exposure. The
UPES ACM team believes in working together as a family and always standing as
a constant support for each other. We work as hard as possible and put all our
hearts and sweat to make sure that it functions properly and stands to people’s
expectations. Its main motive is to educate the community, sharing the valuable
knowledge they have with the people and keeping them updated with the latest
happenings in the technological world. It welcomes new and innovative ideas
and makes sure that they get the proper exposure. ACM chapter conducts
several workshops on various technical and non-technical themes from experts
specializing in that field. It also conducts competitions, technical events, gaming
events, fun contests to make sure there is entertainment and learning side by
side. It also organizes the annual technical fest, Prodigy which concentrates on
increasing the passion and interest among the learners in their respective
domains. It is the combination of dedication, hard work and hunger for
achieving perfection with utmost sincerity and dignity working 24X7 that makes

UPES ACM chapter the best. The constant show of support and active
participation from its members makes it work even harder than ever to
maintain the reputation it has built over the years. “Talent wins games, but
teamwork and intelligence wins championships”, this beautiful quote from
Michael Jordan truly defines the shining journey of UPES ACM student chapter.

UPES ACM WEBSITE
The UPES ACM Student Chapter aims at introducing the students to a dynamic
environment to practice, learn, and hence evolve technically in the domain of
website development along with catering the needs of the student association
via the UPES ACM Website (http://upesacm.org/). The website is fully
committed to providing a visitor, information regarding the UPES ACM & ACMW Student chapter in a clear, useable, and accessible format with a crisp design
and typography. The website for the session 2016-17 was fully designed using
PHP and inculcated features like SEO Optimization, light box and many more.

WEBSITE
WEBSITE

The website incorporates separate sections presenting a detailed overview of
chapter’s activities and recent happenings. It also features an exclusive blogging
platform, which is regularly updated with news and articles on the latest trends
in the technical industry.
The platform also encapsulates an entire event timeline section wherein the
upcoming events of the chapter are displayed for the students to stay updated
with and register accordingly. Furthermore, it also highlights the accolades of

the students and their
projects which includes few
innovative ventures like UPES
LMS, e-LOCS etc.
The UPES ACM website also
gives a detailed overview of
the entire hierarchy of the
student association in the
team section. The chapter
also shares the moments of joy and frolic via various captures in the Gallery of
the website.
With the testimonial section, the thoughts and experiences of our community
members along with featured quotes by executive members of the committee
are shared with the visitors.

The website also provides easy access to the Chapter’s Annual Tech Fest –
Prodigy’s Official Website prodigy.upesacm.org, which focuses on providing all
the relevant details of the events that were conducted. One of the most distinct
features of our website is the online registration portal where the students can
register themselves in the events of their choice and pay registration amount
online.

